SILVER BELLS BLUE™
NOBLE FIR

Over a century of genetic improvement has resulted in our
unique Silver Bells
Blue™Noble Fir

NORDMANN FIR

Native to the Caucasus
Mountains in the former Soviet Republic of Georgia
these are the latest trend
in exotic trees

SINCE 1971

Silver Bells Tree Farm
Wholesale Supplier

n

Personalized service

On-time shipments

n

Silver Bells Blue Noble Fir – America’s Truly Designer Christmas Tree
TM

and Nordmann Fir – Europe’s number one tree
America’s Truly “Designer”
Christmas Tree
The Silver Bells Blue Story:
TM

The temperate high elevations of the Pacific Northwest
are the only place on earth where beautiful Noble Fir
occur naturally.
Silver Bells Blue are Noble Fir Christmas trees grown
from an elite seed source “selected” and improved for
more than four generations.
tm

“Selecting” is a process of keeping only seed-producing
parent trees with qualities considered perfect for
Christmas trees. The result of this century-long effort
is the production of today’s Silver Bells Blue ; beautiful
Noble Fir trees, highly desired by wholesale and retail
customers throughout the U.S.
tm

The “selected” differences in a Silver Bells Blue include:
tm

Owned and Operated by Charlie & Casey Grogan

Specializing in Supplementing
Choose & Cut Inventory, Garden
Centers and Independent Retailers.

n

Distinctive bright bluish gray/green color

n

Sturdy upright branching and needle growth

n

Slow natural appearing growth

n

Superior needle retention

n

Hot and cold weather hardiness

Silver Bells Blue are produced exclusively from Danish
Frijsenborg Blue Noble Fir seed.
tm

tm

For further Information please go to:

www.silverbellsblue.com
3869 Victor Point Road, Silverton, Oregon 97381
Telephone: (503) 873-2036 • Fax: (503) 873-2035

Pacific Northwest
Christmas Tree Association

Silver Bells Blue trees are slow grown and individually
hand cultured for a distinctive natural look.
tm

All trees are hand selected, clean processed and are
carefully wrapped for protection during shipment.

WHAT MAKES SILVER BELLS BLUE™
NOBLE FIR CHRISTMAS TREES UNIQUE?


COLOR — Silver Bells Blue’s™ unique bluish grey/green color is
the result of over 100 years of careful breeding in Danish seed
orchards.

Silver Bells Blue™ Foliage


STURDY UPRIGHT BRANCHING AND NEEDLE GROWTH —

Only seed from parent trees with
stiff, upright branches and needles are used.


SUPERIOR NEEDLE RETENTION/SHELF LIFE— Parent

trees without hot or cold
weather keep ability have been removed from the seed orchards
over the years, resulting in trees
with the best shelf life in the industry. Even a fully dehydrated
Silver Bells Blue™ Noble Fir will not drop its needles.


SLOW NATURAL APPEARING GROWTH— Like fine wine, Silver
Bells Blue™ Noble Fir take a little longer to produce. This
slower growth results in our unique full-but-layered look with
natural branch tips for beautiful and easy decorating.



MODERATE TAPER (width) — This slow, measured growth produces a consumer friendly product which is easy to carry and will
fit easily in most homes.

On average, our trees
provide a narrower shape
than other noble fir seed
sources. This provides
the customer with an
easy to handle tree that
fits nicely into their
home and tree stand.

Fast growing trees can
be very heavy and difficult to move. The width
of these trees make
them hard to fit into an
average sized room and
tree stand.

WHY SHOULD YOU CONSIDER ADDING
NORDMANN FIR CHRISTMAS TREES TO
YOUR PRODUCT LINE?
Nordmann Fir, native to the Caucasus Mountains in the Republic
of Georgia, is Europe’s number one selling Christmas tree.
New to the U.S. Market, Nordmann Fir posses characteristics
that make it superior in both appearance and durability.
Silver Bells is one of the first in the nation to offer this new
product.

Nordmann Fir characteristics include:


Dark, shiny evergreen color on the tops of the needles.



Frosty silver
color on needle
undersides.



Unique white
bark.



Superior needle
retention/shelflife.



The perfect
Top of Branch
Bottom of Branch
shape is produced by lightly
shearing, leaving an easy to decorate density.

Nordmann Fir foliage

Make the move that will set your Christmas tree
program apart from others and try Silver Bells’
Nordmann Fir this year.

Why should you sell Silver Bells Blue™
Noble Fir and Nordmann Fir?

Many follow tree care instructions well, unfortunately, some people do not. When a tree dries
out and looses its needles prematurely, even though it was improperly cared for, it becomes the
retailer’s problem. Silver Bells’ Christmas trees address many potential problems.

With Silver Bells trees, your customers get:
KEEPABILITY- After growing fourteen different varieties of Christmas trees over the past
30 plus years, Silver Bells selected Noble Fir and Nordmann Fir because they have the best
shelf life, are consumer friendly and beautiful.
CONVENIENCE- Messy trees keep return customers away. Every Silver Bells tree is individually shaken to remove any loose needles (a natural result of yearly growth). Tree butts are
trimmed, making them easy to put in a stand. Consumer friendly tree width makes them easier
to transport and set up. Each tree is individually wrapped (string baled) into a compact, easy to
handle package.
QUALITY- All Christmas trees are not created equal. At Silver Bells, we consider growing
Christmas trees an art. From shearing shape to bud structure and pest control, quality is our
goal. With over thirty years experience, we have a reputation as one of the best producers in
the business.
ENVIORNMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY- Silver Bells Tree Farm is certified by the American Tree Farm System. This certification ensures that our tree farm uses approved, environmentally friendly and sustainable practices. Silver Bells wants customers to feel good about
buying and environmentally friendly product.

A beautiful, clean, fresh tree will ensure that your customers
leave your store with a smile and a warm Christmas feeling.

Our certification program will increase your
sales of real trees.


All companies know going green is good business. This is why Silver
Bells has taken a leadership role by certifying our farm.



Consumers are more likely to buy if they feel that they are making an
environmentally responsible decision. We want people to know that
buying a real tree from your store is a decision they can feel good about.



Our farm is certified by the American Tree Farm System. The American
Tree Farm System® (ATFS), a program of the American Forest Foundation, is committed to sustaining forests, watershed
and healthy habitats through the power of private
stewardship. ATFS has established standards and
guidelines for property owners to meet to become a
certified Tree Farm. Under these standards and
guidelines, private forest owners must develop a
management plan based on strict environmental
standards and pass an inspection by an ATFS volunteer forester every five years. You can learn
more by linking to www.americantreefarmsystem.org



Customized tags let the consumer know they are buying a product
that has been grown in a responsible, sustainable way.

No endorsement of this product or service by the American Forest Foundation or the American Tree Farm System® is implied or intended.

WHAT SETS US APART?— FROM STUMP
TO STORE WE GET THE JOB DONE!
Silver Bells does not use helicopters to harvest trees. The idea of swooping trees off
with a helicopter is a neat concept; however it can be problematic. Helicopters are
not able to fly in harsh weather such as fog, sleet and high winds. Not getting cut
trees out of the field in a timely manner can effect freshness, shipping and service.
Bundling trees together in tight slings and dropping them can lead to damage such as
broken branches and stripped needles. These risks have lead us to develop a highly
efficient ground harvest.

1. We start with our
unique cutting machines. The 26”saw
blades on these machines is a highly effective way to move
quickly through fields.

2. Next we carry trees to the
edge of the fields to our extensive, all weather road system. Roads divide the fields
into smaller parcels that make
it efficient to hand carry the
trees. Over 20 miles of roads
are maintained using our aggregate rock pit.

3. Each tree is mechanically
shaken to remove loose needles so that it is clean for
stores and customers.

4. All trees are string baled
to prevent damage during
shipping and handling.

5. After being baled, the trees
are stacked on the edge of the
fields along the roads. If necessary, each butt is cleaned of
small sucker branches and cut
to the proper length.

6. From here they are ready
to be loaded onto a farm
truck and shuttled to our
shipping yard.

7. At our shipping yard we custom mix loads to each customers
specifications.

8. We can arrange shipping for you with asset based carriers
that are held accountable if they are not timely, efficient and
professional.

THANK YOU FOR CONSIDERING SILVER
BELLS TREE FARM. IF YOU WOULD LIKE
PRICES, PLEASE CONTACT US SO WE MAY PUT
TOGETHER A BID FOR YOUR COMPANY.
(503) 873-2036
sales@silverbellsblue.com
Fax (503) 873-2035
3869 Victor Pt. Rd.
Silverton, OR 97381

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT US PLEASE
VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

WWW.SILVERBELLSBLUE.COM

